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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 

Flying around an aircraft carrier is a procedure determined by strict values and rules. In order to simulate this as 
accurately as possible in the FS2004 environment, this document will draw from real-life sources to explain key 
procedures, things to think about.  

The aim is to hand you, as a flight simulation user, some guidelines along which you can hopefully sharpen your skills 
in the field of simulated carrier landings.  

The document will start with some general advise. After that we’ll first focus on daylight  carrier pattern flying (read: 
flying around the ship and land on it in optimum/good weather conditions).  

The second part will focus on the more difficult challenge presented by bringing your simulated aircraft back onboard 
the carrier at night or in low-visibility conditions. 

I hope this document helps you getting more fun out of FS carrier aviation. 

 

Marcel Hendrikse 

January-February 2017 

  



Requirements and tipsRequirements and tipsRequirements and tipsRequirements and tips    
 

First of all, determine with which aircraft you want to start practicing. It should be a carrier-based jet aircraft. It should 
also be one that you’re thoroughly familiar with in terms of power settings, maneuvrability, landing proficiency. 

Make sure you have the correct software installed: FSNavigator (recommended), ArrestorCables, Carr2006.zip (both 
mandatory). ArrestorCables also requires FSUIPC! 

Once these things are in place, you can start reading the rest of this document and use it to practice. 

If you’re relatively new to carrier aviation in the FS2004 realm, please be patient. Flying the carrier pattern is not a skill 
you acquire overnight. It’ll take some time and a lot of practice, practice, some more practice, then again some 
additional practice…. The skills required will diminish rather quickly once you haven’t done it for a while! This is not 
flying a Boeing 737 from A to B; this is something that will force you to focus on the task at hand. That’s why I like it! 

If things don’t go smooth, take a break and try again later or tomorrow.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Case designatorsCase designatorsCase designatorsCase designators    
 

From Wikipedia: 

 

Case I 

When it is anticipated that flights will not encounter instrument conditions (instrument meteorological conditions) 
during daytime departures/recoveries, and the ceiling and visibility around the carrier are no lower than 3,000 feet 
(910 m) and 5 nautical miles (9.3 km; 5.8 mi) respectively. 

Immediately after becoming airborne, aircraft raise their landing gear and perform "clearing turns" to the right off the 
bow and to the left off the waist catapults. This ~10° check turn is to increase separation of (near) simultaneously 
launched aircraft from the waist/bow catapults. After the clearing turn, aircraft proceed straight ahead paralleling the 
ship's course at 500 feet (150 m) until 7 nautical miles (13 km; 8.1 mi). Aircraft are then cleared to climb unrestricted in 
visual conditions. 

Case II 

When it is anticipated that flights may encounter instrument conditions during a daytime departure/recovery, and the 
ceiling and visibility in the carrier control zone are no lower than 1,000 feet (300 m) and 5 nautical miles (9.3 km; 5.8 
mi) respectively. Used for an overcast condition. 

After a clearing turn, aircraft proceed straight ahead at 500 feet paralleling ship's course. At 7 nautical miles (13 km; 
8.1 mi), aircraft turn to intercept a 10-nmi arc about the ship, maintaining visual conditions until established outbound 
on their assigned departure radial, at which time they are free to climb through the weather. The 500-foot (150 m) 
restriction is lifted after 7 nautical miles (13 km; 8.1 mi) if the climb can be continued in visual conditions. 

Case III 

When it is anticipated that flights will encounter instrument conditions during a departure/recovery because the ceiling 
or visibility around the carrier are lower than 1,000 feet (300 m) and 5 nautical miles (9.3 km; 5.8 mi) respectively; or 
for night time departures/recoveries. 

 

 

This means the content of this document can roughly be divided into a chapter on Case I scenarios and a chapter on 
Case II / III scenarios. 

The Case I conditions in FS2004 can be set using the built-in weather themes “Clear weather” or “Fair weather”. As 
for Case II / III conditions: set a cloud and visibility base of 300 or 400 feet and tops at about 21,000 feet (somewhere 
up high where the pattern or holding patterns will not be). Set clouds to be 8/8 overcast and visibility to values of 
visibility to 5 miles (when first starting) gradually down to 1 mile (after gaining some experience). More on that later. 

  



Case ICase ICase ICase I    
The general overview of a traffic pattern is depicted below: 

 

 

A similar overview can be made for the carrier Case I pattern: 

 

 

 

Notice that the names of the legs are the same and that “base leg” and “crosswind” have been omitted. Instead, the 
carrier pattern has designators that refer to actions. Let’s go through them. 

UPWIND 
You fly this leg on the same course as the ship. IMPORTANT: The landing area’s heading is about 7-10 degrees to 
the left of the ship’s course! Upwind is flown slightly to the right of the carrier, with the tail hook down, at 800 feet. 
Once you have passed the bow of the carrier, you make a left-hand, 60 degree angle of bank, 3-4G turn. Idle your 
throttle and extend the speedbrake(s) 

DOWNWIND 
Once you roll out on the downwind heading (if the ship is sailing heading 270, you should fly heading 090), the 
airspeed should have bled down to a value where you can extend gear and flaps. Maintain 600 feet and 200-250 
knots until you arrive “Abeam”. Your DME to the ship’s beacon(s) should indicate about 1 mile. 

 



ABEAM 
This is the position known as “The 180”. You’re still flying 180 degrees off the ship’s course and your are abeam the 
fantail, i.e. the back of the ship is at your 9 o’clock. Flight simulator will indicate this position by having the NAV/OBS 
instruments come to live, displaying the ILS needles. Here, you should slow down the aircraft to the approach speed. 

12 seconds after passing the ABEAM position, you should be at 600 feet at approach speed and commence a left-
hand turn (not too steep: 20-25 degrees angle of bank) toward the next position (descending at a modest 200-300 feet 
per minute): 

THE 90 
This is a point where you should still be at approach speed, 450 feet altitude, in a 20-30 degree angle of bank, 200-
300 fpm sink rate. Use the virtual cockpit to allow yourself to “look into the turn”, so you can constantly adjust the 
angle of bank as needed. Keep in mind that the number 90 refers to the cours e difference between your aircraft 
and the carrier, not in relation to the landing are a (final approach heading) . 

Make sure your altitude is not lower than 450 feet at this point, concentrate on keeping a slow descent rate (200-300 
feet per minute) 

FINALS 
You should now roll wings level, approaching the landing area, not lower than 300 feet 

Upon passing the fantail, keep a constant speed, aiming for the landing area (the spot where you can see the 4 wires 
rigged across the deck), check your attitude and fly the aircraft onto the deck. NO FLARING, NO IDLING THE 
THROTTLE!   

Upon touch down, retract the speedbrake(s) if extended, apply full power until you know you’re going to stop, then 
back to idle. 

BOLTER 
This is navy vernicular for a missed wire situation. If for whatever reason your hook misses the wires, you’ll need 
power to get away from the small landing area. That is also the reaon for applying full power and retracting the boards 
upon touchdown. 

If it occurs, climb to 800 feet straight ahead, don’t exceed 220 knots, then turn left to downwind and repeat the flight 
profile from “DOWNWIND” 

Considerations 
 

Speed control 

Speed control is essential. Make sure you’re ACTUALLY at approach speed when you start your turn toward the ship. 
If you’re going too fast, you will most likely  have to turn steeper to get to the correct final approach heading. That 
increases the risk of stalling and messes up your landing attempt competely. 

Remember that your airspeed is also crucial to controlling your descent rate. From the moment you start your turn 
toward the landing area until touchdown, you should constantly be adjusting your power setting to control your rate of 
descent, in combination with the elevator trim to keep the correct attitude and speed. 

Keep looking! 
As stated before, in Case I approaches, I recommend that you extensively use the virtual cockpit. When I fly Case I 
approaches, I use it constantly, while during Case II / III approaches, I use the 2D panel, as looking out the window 
with zero visibility is useless and dangerous. 

The virtual cockpit allows you to pan your view, thus giving you the advantage of never losing the ship from your view. 
Just make sure you center the view on final approach to present you with the most accurate eyepoint. You may have 
to scroll the virtual cockpit down a little to give yourself a better view on the landing area. My recommendation is that 
you assign the scroll-down in virtual cockpit mode (default keys SHIFT+ENTER) to one of the buttons/pan devices on 
your joystick. 

Final yards 
Once you are at about ¾ miles away from the landing area, you are at a point where in real life the pilots are 
supposed to “call the ball”. This indicates they can actually see the landing area and the meatball, the visual aid that 
helps pilots maintain the proper glide path when landing on the carrier. 

In Flight Simulator, the aircraft carrier scenery includes a light to the left of the landing area that colors green for “on 
glide path”, amber for  “slightly high/low” and red for “too high/too low”. This light is a nice indicator, but keep in mind 
that for instance the green  status will be shown to you even if you’re somewhat high or low, compared to the glide 
path.  



During the last yards of your carrier landing, you should maintain your descent rate and airspeed as constant as 
possible. Just make sure you have a good view of the landing area and use the elevator trim to fine-tune your control 
inputs in the vertical plane. 

Diving for the deck: a BIG DON’T! 

This maneuver violates every rule in the book! So don’t even think about using it to get aboard. I will, however, 
describe what it is, so you’ll be able to “reprimand” yourself if you catch yourself doing it. 

A dive for the deck is initiated from a position where the aircraft is a little too high and within ¾ of a mile of the landing 
area. In his book “Flight Of The Intruder ”, Stephen Coonts describes it being done by the protagonist while having to 
land a KA-6D tanker aboard the carrier. 

The maneuver involves tweaking the nose down, at the same time decreasing power, immediately followed by clicking 
the nose up (using the trim and/or control stick) and increasing power. It causes the glide path to shortly become 
steeper, then assuming the previous trajectory again. 

This maneuver is dangerous at all times!  It is dangerous landing on a fixed runway; it is even more dangerous 
executing it while approaching a pitching deck!  

Your rate of descent should always be determined by engine power, NOT by nose attitude! 

Instrument panel usage in Case I 
Another method that can be used is what I call “Semi-IFR ”. This involves flying the 12 seconds after abeam, 
concentrating on the instruments to keep at approach speed and 600 feet. After 12 seconds, you then commence the 
20-30 degree angle-of-bank, left-hand turn until you are at the 90 , gently descending to 450 feet at 200/300 feet per 
minute. 

At the 90, switch to the virtual cockpit (zoom factor 0.50!), and start looking “into the turn”, still slowly descending to 
300 feet, right before rolling wings level on final approach. Then proceed with the final approach and of course the trap 
aboard the carrier. 

  



Case II / IIICase II / IIICase II / IIICase II / III    
 

The night/low visibility approach procedure is one that really tests your flight sim abilities. You will be forced to look at 
your instruments as the aircraft approaches the carrier, constantly correlating the information provided to you by 
various instruments. Below is a top-down and sideways diagram of the instrument procedure (source: CV NATOPS ): 

 

 (topdown) 

 (sideways) 

  



Marshal positions and descent path 
 

Coming from the Marshal position (20 miles/5000 feet, 21 miles/6000 feet, 22 miles/7000 feet, etc.), the descend 
should be initated at 4000 fpm/250 KIAS until at 5000 feet, when the rate of descent is reduced to 2000 fpm. At 1200 
feet, the pilot should level off, 250 KIAS, until the distance to the ship is 10 miles. At that point, the aircraft should be 
brought into landing configuration.  

IMPORTANT: IGNORE THE DESCENT TO 600 FEET IN THIS PICTURE!! 



Stay at 1200 feet until the glidescope indicator starts to lower itself toward the center of the instrument: 

 (also make sure the localizer – the vertical bar – is centered so you know you’re 
aiming for the center of the landing area!) 

The horizontal bar should start moving down toward the center at about 4.1-4.3 miles from the carrier. Adjust your 
power to initiate the descent and trim for a 600-700 feet per minute descent. If you keep the bar on the center line, 
you’re on glidepath. 

Keep the vertical bar centered by making small corrections to the left or right (“dip” your wings, DO NOT START A 
FULL TURNING MOVEMENT!). 

Case III conditions in Flight Simulator 
Case III can be simulated by setting the following user defined weather parameters (FS2004): 

• Clouds: overcast 8/8, any type, base 400 feet, tops 20,000 feet 
• Visibility: base 400 feet, tops 20,000 feet, ¾ - 5 miles. Start with setting the visibility to 5 miles and gradually 

work your way down to 1 mile. ¾ miles is really the minimum; if you don’t see that ball at that distance, in real 
life you would signal “CLARA”, meaning you can’t see the ball and the LSO will have to assist more than when 
you would have called “BALL”. 

• Winds: start out with none. IF you set a wind value, make sure to set it 180 degrees from the final approach 
heading (ArrestorCables will tell you the ILS heading!), at no more than 20 knots 

• Previous items go for day and night time environments (night being the real nerve wrecker!) 

 

Changing circumstances 
When you launch in Case II / III conditions, there will be a point where you have to make the transition from visual to 
instrument flight, as well as a point where you have to go back to visual flight again.  

Going from visual to instrument flight involves losing sight on the ‘outside world’, which forces you to shift your focus 
on instruments. 

Once you return from instrument to visual flight, you can watch the carrier getting closer and adjust your glidepath 
accordingly using throttle and stick. 

There is, however, something to be aware of. At distances of 1-2 miles, you will gradually see  more of the ship. The 
light at the landing area will gradually become visible and that may trick you into focusing on it.  

DO NOT DO THAT!  

The danger in focusing on a single point of light in a low-visibility environment is losing complete situational 
awareness: you could be upside down for all you know. 

As long as you cannot see the ship, focus on the instruments to guide you to the landing area. It is not safe to start 
looking out the window until you have a clear view on the aircraft carrier: shape, distance, line up, etcetera. 

     



Distance pointsDistance pointsDistance pointsDistance points    
 

As can be seen from the pictures on page 9, there are some key distances: 10, 6 and 3 miles.  

10 miles 

Aircraft changed to landing configuration, at approach/landing speed. Altitude is 1200 feet. Check line-up (vertical ILS 
bar centered) and correct if necessary 

6 miles 

Check altitude and speed, check line up correct. Gear down, flaps down, hook down. 

3 miles 

Aircraft should be on approach speed, following glidepath, on centerline (ILS bars are crossed in the center). 

Within ¾ - 1 mile, you should see the ship and have  converted to visual flight. Watch the line up and fly the 
aircraft onto the deck. Apply full power upon touch  down until you know you’re going to stop. 

Final adviseFinal adviseFinal adviseFinal advise    
 

There are two major sources for analyzing your landing performance.  

The first one is the “Instant replay” function in Flight Simulator. If you locate the tower view of the simulator on the LSO 
platform (just beside the landing area, near the fantail), you’ll have a good view on the approach and actual landing, 
just like the real LSO’s have. The more of your landings you replay and watch from that perspective, the more you will 
learn from them. 

I myself replay almost every carrier landing. Mainly because I want to see how my landing really was, partly because a 
jet landing on a ship offers a sight that never ceases to fascinate me. If you make it a habit watching your landings on 
instant replay (at least twice per landing), you will really find that you start to see problems in an early stage of the 
approach. 

The second source is Youtube. Type “carrier landing”, possibly expanded with the words “cockpit view” and you’ll find 
a lot of footage – historic ánd contemporary – that will not only entertain you, but also make you get a feel of what the 
real thing looks like. Take a good look at the angle of bank used, note the retraction of speedbrake(s) upon 
touchdown, try to find out whether a pilot is doing fine or screwing up. Just watching will learn you a lot and is actually 
part of the LSO School curriculum.  

LSO’s are trained to spot minute elements in carrier-type approaches and landings and watching landings is a very 
important means of training that aptitude. 

PPPProficiencyroficiencyroficiencyroficiency    
In order to become or stay proficient in landing your preferred/assigned aircraft type safely aboard the aircraft carrier, 
it is important to regularly practice the procedure. Below is an overview of the frequency I recommend to become/stay 
current on type: 

Action 
Day 

landings 

Night 

landings 
Remarks(s) 

        

Become "carrier-qualified" in 

chosen/assigned type 
6 3 plus 1 touch and go (at beginning of practice session) 

        

Stay "carrier-qualified" in 

chosen/assigned type 
2 1 plus 1 touch and go (at beginning of practice session) 

 

Keep in mind that these are indications . Depending on your experience, you may need to increase or decrease the 
pictured numbers.  

IMPORTANT: The second row (staying carrier qualified) is an indication for practice sessions every other day. If you 
miss two or more days, my recommendation is that you re-qualify” using the number in the first row. 


